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A planet in transition - the ‘zeitgeist’  

Climate catastrophe  :     Technological innovaCon 
Increasing GlobalisaCon :     Place based localism
Big data and evidence  :     QuesConing of ‘fact’ and ‘experts’
Increasing affluence   :     Increasing inequality
Increasing democracy  :     Ideological polarizaCon  



















What I am going to say

• Review space syntax approaches to local area effects:
• Intelligibility as the correlation between local and global
• Intelligible ‘sub-areas’ (Bill Hillier)
• Young Kim and Nick Sheep Dalton explorations of intelligibility and 

neighbourhood perceptions
• Tao Yang and topo-geometric analysis of areas
• Stephen Law modularity and housing sub-markets
• Tasos Varoudis – clustering by geometric similarity
• John Bingham-Hall - the geography of hyperlocal media
• To outline a future line of research 
• Elaborating the topology of the carrier space in morphic language



(Figure 14. In Hillier et al,1987, p228)

“It approximates the shape of an 
incomplete and highly deformed wheel, 
with rim, spoke and hub. The most 
segregated lines then cluster in the 
intersCces of the wheel to form 
relaCvely segregated sub areas.” 

p227, Hillier, Hanson & Peponis, SyntacCc Analysis 
of Seflements, Architecture and Behaviour, Vol 3, 
EdiCons de la Tour, 1987, ISSN 0379-8585



Intelligibility defined as the correlation between local measures and global measures 
e.g. connectivity and integration

Synergy defined as correlation between radius 3 and whole system integration



Hillier: space is the machine









Young Kim

• Surveys of neighbourhoods perceived by residents of intelligible and 
unintelligible areas of Hampstead Garden Suburb, London



Young Kim – those that live in more intelligible 
neighbourhoods perceive theirs as more extensive



Nick Sheep Dalton

• Developed measures of point intelligibility and point synergy:
• Defined the ‘vicinity’ of any street – eg. the nearest 200 segments;
• Measured the intelligibility (connectivity:integration) or synergy 

(RA3:integration) and applies this to that street as its ‘point’ 
intelligibility or synergy



Figure 10.12 Union of bounds 
returned by respondents. 



Figure 10.10 axial map of 
Hampstead Garden Suburb 
visualising the point synergy 
measure for V=180, R=4 



Figure 10.11 Hampstead Garden 
Suburb by point synergy V=180, R=4. 





Figure 10.44 Clerkenwell - All 
respondents’ neighbourhood 
boundaries over axial map. 



Figure 10.41 axial map of Clerkenwell coloured 
by the point intelligibility (v = 90) measure 

Figure 10.42 axial map of Clerkenwell coloured 
by the point synergy (v = 90) measure. 



Tao Yang

• Topo-geometric analysis of local area effects
• Metric mean depth at different radii shows the city to be composed 

of areas at multiple scales
• These seem to be generated by differing disposition of blocksizes



Fig. 4.13 The Patchwork 
Patterns of London, 
Beijing and the London 
Docklands Generated by 
Metric Mean Depth. p162 
Tao Yang, 2018, The Fuzzy 
Boundary: The Spa2al 
Defini2on of Urban Areas



Covent Garden (A), 
Soho (B) and St. 
James’s (C), 
Marylebone (D), 
Bloomsbury (E), 
Clerkenwell (F), City 
of London (G), were 
roughly marked out 
by metric 
embeddedness pace 
from 700m to 1100m. 
(modified from Fig. 
5.17a. p209 Tao Yang, 
2018, The Fuzzy 
Boundary: The Spatial 
Definition of Urban 
Areas)
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Fig. 5.22 The Patchwork 
Pattern Generated by 
MMD R1500 in Beijing and 
Superimposed by the 
Artificial Boundaries of 
the Named Areas of 
Beijing. Two areas are 
approximately identified: A) 
Zhonggulou; B) Nanluogu. 
(p217 Tao Yang, 2018, The 
Fuzzy Boundary: The Spatial 
Definition of Urban Areas)







Stephen Law

• Modularity, walktrap, spin-glass and infomap clustering
• Economic analysis of hedonic house prices to idenCfy housing sub-

market areas in London



Figure 3.13 A visualisation matrix between the Walktrap, modularity optimisation, Spin glass and Infomap algorithms for the 
four named urban areas in London. Stephen Law, 2017, A multi-scale exploration of the relationship between spatial network 
configuration and housing prices using the hedonic price approach. A Greater London case study 



Figure 6.10 Visualisation of St-LA membership in the Greater London Area. 





submarkets





Tasos Varoudis

• Clustering in multidimensional space of geometrically similar local sub 
areas 

• Clusters define different ‘geographies’ in the landscape































John Bingham-Hall

• The geography of hyperlocal media shows how the new media 
become spatially meaningful 



Figure 4.3: Angular analysis of street network with (left) BC self-defined region up to 2014 heatmap of 
blog coverage derived from 2013-14 post locations and (right) self-defined region from 2015 with 
heatmap derived from 2013-15 post locations, John Bingham-Hall, 2017, PhD Thesis, UCL.



Figure 4.4: Heatmaps of locations 
referred to in posts on four blogs. Left 
to right: 
Brixton Blog (pink à white), 
hernehillforum.org.uk (blue à white), 
eastdulwichforum.co.uk (black 
àwhite), 
Brockley Central (blueàgreenàred). 
Background map: Stamen Design, 
under CC BY 3.0. Data by 
OpenStreetMap, under ODbL

John Bingham-Hall, 2017, The Blog and the 
Territory: placing hyperlocal media and its 
publics in a London neighbourhood, PhD 
Thesis, UCL.



Figure 4.7: London-wide heat 
map showing distribution of 
geo-tagged tweets from 
@BrockleyCentral’s followers 
within 500m of every point 
(self-defined locations from 
Twitter profiles). Sample 
taken 1-7 May 2013 
Background map: Stamen 
Design, under CC BY 3.0. 
Data by OpenStreetMap, 
under ODbL

John Bingham-Hall, 2017, The Blog 
and the Territory: placing 
hyperlocal media and its publics in 
a London neighbourhood, PhD 
Thesis, UCL.



Figure 6.13: regions drawn by 30 
interviewees to show their locality, 
overlaid to represent density of sense of 
place, with locations referred to in 2013-
2014 sample of blog posts and 2014 self-
defined region 

John Bingham-Hall, 2017, The Blog and the 
Territory: placing hyperlocal media and its 
publics in a London neighbourhood, PhD Thesis, 
UCL.



B Hillier, A Leaman, P Stansall, M Bedford, Space syntax, Environment and Planning B, 1976, volume 3, pages 147-185 

The morphic language: 'space syntax’

“In the morphic language 'space syntax' the minimum setup consists of:
(a) a carrier space which is the surface of a sphere (the surface of the earth 
or equally some landmass on the surface of the globe); and 

(b) an ongoing process of produc2on consisCng of some way of marking 
sufficiently small parts of the surface so that they are recognisably different 
from neighbouring parts (if, for example, the surface was uniformly white, it 
would be sufficient to paint the small parts black; or to place stones would 
be an alternaCve);

[c] the occasional repe22on of such markings; but without relaCon between 
one marking and the next (that is, randomly, the only relaCon being that 
each mark belongs to the carrier space).”















Weiss, D.J., Gething P.W. et al, (2018), A global map of travel time to cities to assess inequalities in accessibility in 2015, 
Nature volume 553, pages 333–336 (18 January 2018)
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